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Introduction: 

Enterprise-owned datacentres are becoming an increasingly scarce sight 

in the IT world, as businesses move to outsource their infrastructure 

requirements to the colocation and cloud provider communities. As part 

of this journey, IT leaders need to work out how much (and which parts) 

of their infrastructure make most sense to keep in-house or shift off-

premise, from both an economic and business agility perspective. Should 

they retain a private datacentre for mission-critical, legacy applications 

and continue to shoulder all of the building and management costs that 

entails, or off-load it to a colocation facility, where they can choose to get 

someone else to manage it for them? Alternatively, is it time to consider 

getting out of hardware ownership altogether, and ramp up their use of 

cloud-based infrastructure services instead? This guide is designed to 

provide IT leaders with some insight into how their peers are addressing 

these problems through the use of cloud and colocation, and shine a light 

on how the analyst community sees the role of the datacentre changing 

over time. 

Caroline Donnelly, Datacentre Editor  
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Clive Longbottom, Guest Contributor 

With colocation providers moving to adopt simpler, cloud-like 

charging models, would enterprises be better off ditching the 

datacentre completely? 

 

year, this decade or probably even this generation, the fact is the long tail of 

its death has started. 

It used to be a given that, at some stage, an organisation would outgrow its 

datacentre and would need to build a new one, as concerns about the 

security, performance and availability of third-party facilities meant few 

enterprises were willing to go down the colocation route. 

As a result, they usually opted to build a new one, or heavily adapt an 

existing site.      

http://www.computerweekly.com
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That was before virtualisation and hybrid cloud raised their heads, paving 

the way for enterprises to downsize their facilities as increased utilisation 

rates and equipment densities free up 50% or more of the existing IT 

equipment.  

The result is a facility using the same overall power distribution and cooling 

capabilities, but aimed at a platform half the size, which is uneconomic  and 

businesses have started to realise this. 

It is highly unlikely we will see many enterprises move all their in-house IT to 

the public cloud, however, regardless of the perceived benefits of doing so.  

As result, there will still be a need for many businesses to retain some of 

their IT infrastructure in-house for a long time yet. 

But owning the infrastructure does not mean that an organisation must own 

the facility, and this is where colocation comes in. A third party builds, owns 

and manages the facility, and a number of different organisations then share 

this space to gain greater flexibility and the improved economics of a shared 

model. 

The onus is then on the colocation provider to invest in ensuring its services 

 primary and backup power, internet connectivity, physical and technical 

facility security, and so on  are above the levels at which an organisation 

could economically provide in-house.  

http://www.computerweekly.com
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Colocation costs 

To set themselves apart from all the other colocation suppliers out there, a 

supplier also needs to be able to offer additional functions, such as overall 

facility monitoring and architectural advice make sure those sharing the 

 

But how will these colocation suppliers adequately monetise their offerings 

when faced with what seems to be continued price cuts in the public 

infrastructure-, platform- and software-as-a-service marketThe cost models 

around colocation have traditionally been pretty opaque and based on a mix 

of the space occupied, power consumption and the amount of data 

 

This can cause the overall cost of colocation to vary considerably, which can 

be a problem as cost predictability is essential to business during periods of 

economic instability. 

At the moment, the colocation providers are lucky, because calculating the 

cost of using public cloud platforms is a difficult task, thanks to the wide 

variety of offerings being touted by a single supplier. This can be stressful to 

 

Things are changing, though, as the likes of IBM move towards becoming 

more cloud-focused, meaning the cost models of cloud have to become 

http://www.computerweekly.com
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more transparent and easy to understand. This has prompted some 

colocation providers to take steps to simplify their pricing too.  

As colocation and cloud contracts become increasingly similar, this prompts 

the question as to whether an organisation should own any part of its 

hardware platform, or move everything to the cloud anyway.  

Cloud vs. colocation: Which is better? 

This circles back to the beginning of the article. Many decisions will be made 

based on the perception  rather than the reality  that public cloud is 

somehow less secure, more outage-prone and harder to control than a 

privately owned platform. These discussions are likely to drive organisations 

more to a colocation environment than public cloud. 

Other decisions will be driven by business leaders who want to move away 

from a capital expenditure model to an operational expenditure one, or the 

need for greater levels of business availability, based on the use of warm 

images, provisioned across multiple platforms.  

This can be achieved via colocation, but means replication of all the 

hardware across multiple facilities, which can work out expensive. 

It may be that a hybrid model could meet the requirements for many  a 

colocation centre as the primary site with public cloud acting as the failover 

environment  as well as providing burst resources as necessary. 

http://www.computerweekly.com
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Whatever approach an organisation opts for, the IT platform they choose 

has to adequately support the business in its aims. This is increasingly where 

a fully in-house facility/platform model is failing. As yet, the end game is not 

decided. Colocation and public cloud both have their parts to play in any 

system  just do not write one or the other off for any ivory tower reasons.  

  

 Next article 
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Caroline Donnelly, Datacentre Editor 

A decade on from the launch of its first cloud service, the UK 

managing director of Amazon Web Services reflects on its first 10 

years in business 

 

The executives at Amazon Web Services (AWS) are fond of relating stories 

about startups using its technologies to quickly and successfully break into 

markets historically dominated by older, slower-moving enterprises. 

-long rise to market prominence has followed a 

similar pattern, with AWS using its portfolio of low-cost and readily 

accessible cloud infrastructure services to rapidly encroach on the territory 

of its larger and longer-established enterprise IT rivals. 

Having initially (and successfully) marketed its services as a way of helping 

startups get their ideas off the ground more quickly, the company has used 

http://www.computerweekly.com
http://www.computerweekly.com/news/4500257790/AWS-draws-on-startup-appeal-to-win-over-the-enterprise
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this messaging to convince enterprises from a wide range of verticals to run 

more of their IT operations in the cloud too  and with great success. 

next, is the rise of these very large, internet-scale companies  such as 

Netflix, which has over 42 billion hours of content available to users at any 

given time 

Ireland, tells Computer Weekly. 

time, and what they are doing in response is using cloud to harden 

themselves to this  

securing the custom of the CIA, and Netflix outlining its commitment to go 

- -president of strategic development at 

AWS partner Logicworks. 

 

 

S helped the 

world understand that AWS is not just a test/dev sandbox, but a highly 

http://www.computerweekly.com
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secure and automatable platform suitable for even the most risk-averse 

 

Ahead in the clouds 

In the time it has taken AWS to sign up one million active customers and 

establish itself as a bone fide $10bn run rate business, many of its 

competitors have been hurriedly and expensively trying to work out what 

role (if any) the cloud would play in their enterprise portfolio. 

The industry has already seen Dell back-track on its 2011 pledge to build an 

OpenStack-based public cloud, before opting to resell the wares of 

providers already operating in the space. 

HP called time on its public cloud service in January 2016, having decided on 

a similar approach to Dell that would see it partner others to provide these 

services to customers. 

the final quarter of its 2015 financial year, and with revenue up 69% on the 

previous year, the AWS juggernaut  shows no sign of slowing down. 

A research note recently circulated by Canadian investment bank RBC 

Capital Markets suggests that 2016 could be a landmark year for AWS  

with its profits reportedly on course to pass those of its retail arm, 

Amazon.com. 

http://www.computerweekly.com
http://www.computerweekly.com/news/4500270974/AWS-on-course-to-outstrip-Amazoncom-in-profit-terms-this-year-research-suggests
http://www.computerweekly.com/news/4500270974/AWS-on-course-to-outstrip-Amazoncom-in-profit-terms-this-year-research-suggests
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Jackson joined AWS seven months ago, ending his four-year tenure at rival 

cloud firm VMware. As someone who has watched the company grow from 

the sidelines for many years, he points to the second quarter of 2015, when 

 

Not only did this put paid to speculation about how much money AWS was 

bringing in, but also showed its competitors what they were up against in the 

public cloud. 

 Wall Street, shareholders 

and our competitors  and since then we have seen many of our competitors 

 

it is very hard to keep up with the very large capital expense you need to 

deploy as  

Changing the face of tech 

AWS celebrated its 10th anniversary on 14 March, which the company 

marked with a series of retrospective blog posts looking at how, since the 

release of its cloud-based Simple Storage Service (S3) in 2006, the cloud 

 

http://www.computerweekly.com
http://searchaws.techtarget.com/news/4500279693/Amazons-cloud-faces-new-challenges-in-second-decade
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In one of these blogs, James Hamilton, a senior principal engineer at AWS, 

references the disruption the company caused by freeing end-users from 

the hassle of traditional procurement procedures by allowing anyone with a 

credit card to obtain the storage they need. 

for proposal, no vendor selection process, no vendor negotiation, and no 

w  

While that sentiment might hold true for startups or small groups within 

enterprises embarking on test and development work, the self-service 

element of provisioning the AWS cloud was always going to prove trickier 

for companies looking to embark on large-scale infrastructure or legacy 

application migrations. 

For that reason, the company has taken steps to beef up the support it 

offers enterprises looking to get up and running in the cloud, through 

expanding its own customer support operations, and partnering enterprise-

focused third-party IT providers. 

 

 

 

http://www.computerweekly.com
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Promises to end-users 

and ensures that the promises to end-users about how using cloud can cut 

costs and improve business agility are delivered. 

that was costing them £3,500 a month and it would typically take them three 

months to deploy an application like that using on-premise infrastructure. 

ey migrated to AWS, it cost them 13 pence a month, and they can 

 

The fact that Tesco Bank, Aviva, Capital One and others are entrusting their 

financial data to the cloud is notable in itself, says Jackson, and indicates 

how enterprise attitudes towards public cloud computing have changed over 

the years.  

ahead of the cyber criminals by using cloud, rather than through building 

their own capabilit  

-to-date technology and can iterate 

version controls for software and hardware, y  

http://www.computerweekly.com
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Sign of things to come?  

The day after AWS celebrated its 10th anniversary, Dropbox  a major S3 

user  published a blog post outlining the work it had done to curtail its use 

of the service, resulting in 90% of its user data now residing on its own, on-

premise storage infrastructure. 

According to Dropbox, this move makes sense because it is now operating 

at such scale that the economics of building its own infrastructure works out 

better value than using cloud. 

This change in strategy has raised a few eyebrows within the IT industry, 

particularly as so many enterprises are currently winding down their on-

premise investments and moving more of their infrastructure to the cloud  

not out of it. 

While some have seized on this news to suggest the soar-away success of 

AWS might be coming to an end, the fact is that Dropbox is something of an 

anomaly, says Simon Robinson, research vice-president at market watcher 

451 Research. 

 

 

to be relatively 

small, and our data indicates that more organisations are viewing cloud  

http://www.computerweekly.com
http://www.computerweekly.com/news/4500278576/Dropbox-invests-in-own-on-premise-storage-as-user-numbers-soar
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and AWS in particular  as an increasingly viable option for storage 

 

Deck says the other thing to remember about Dropbox is that AWS has a file 

sync and share service of its own, called Zocalo. 

storage services, and everything to do with Dropbox trying to differentiate 

itself in the marketpl  

 in that way  it 

 

As time goes on, says Robinson, we are likely to see enterprises move more 

of their workloads and applications into the AWS cloud than out of it. 

associated with building and maintaining internal infr  

on-

going on. But some of those companies that moved from cloud to on-prem 

have now moved back  

http://www.computerweekly.com
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a firm hold on the cloud infrastructure services market right now  but how 

does it intend to sustain this as it enters its second decade of existence? 

 

About 95% of the new products and services AWS brings to market are in 

direct response to customer feedback, he says, and the remaining 5% are 

 

In 2015 alone, the company added 722 new features and services to the 

AWS product portfolio  40% more than in 2014. 

And while AWS regularly attracts press attention for dropping the price of 

its servic

ensure it remains ahead of the pack for a long time yet. 

ng around ways that 

workloads can be migrated to the cloud and deployed more easily, such as 

deeper container integration, serverless computing and additional native 

  

  

 Next article 
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Clive Longbottom, Guest Contributor 

Enterprises are demanding faster access to applications and 

ever more processing power. Could edge datacentres fill the 

gap? 

 

Just as CIOs were coming to terms with the idea of deciding how much of 

their IT to run in an enterprise-owned datacentre, a colocation facility or the 

public cloud, up pops yet another option  the edge datacentre. 

There are two main types of edge datacentre. The first is a small facility 

used to serve secondary locations by a service or colocation provider, and 

the second is defined as a modularised site placed close to the edge of an 

, main network. 

The likes of Equinix, Virtus andInterxion specialise in providing the first type 

from their multi-acre colocation facilities. Their aim is to provide space for 

http://www.computerweekly.com
http://www.computerweekly.com/opinion/Cloud-vs-Colocation-Why-both-make-sense-for-the-enterprise
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http://www.computerweekly.com/news/4500257577/Traditional-datacentres-ill-equipped-to-cope-with-IoT-demands-warn-technology-experts
http://www.computerweekly.com/news/4500257577/Traditional-datacentres-ill-equipped-to-cope-with-IoT-demands-warn-technology-experts
http://www.computerweekly.com/news/4500257470/European-Commission-gives-Equinix-the-go-ahead-to-acquire-datacentre-rival-TelecityGroup
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their main customers, many of whom will be service providers, to have full 

datacentre capabilities within a facility owned and managed by a third party. 

As an example of a use case for this set-up, consider the plight of a global 

media company which sets up its IT platform in colocation datacentres 

around the world to provide the best possible capacity, resilience and 

performance it can get. 

This works quite well, until the addressable market for its services grows to 

include areas where access to superfast networks is limited. 

To remedy this, why not build a smaller datacentre close to such locations 

that can use dedicated interconnects to the major datacentres and then 

dual-sell local bandwidth with content at the same time? This would enable 

the company to provide an effective service to a broader set of customers 

for a reasonable outlay. 

This model can work for smaller colocation players too, as long as they are 

able to provide these services at a local level and work with the big guys as 

necessary. The likes of EdgeConnex and 365 Data Centers are both 

example of firms that fit this bill. 

The content distribution networks (CDNs) of Akamai, CloudFlare, Limelight 

or CDNetworks, for example, can draw on these edge datacentres as points 

http://www.computerweekly.com
http://searchcloudapplications.techtarget.com/tip/Content-distribution-network-outdoes-traditional-cloud-services
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of presence, offload traffic from the main backhaul and provide much better 

performance to the cities involved.  

CloudFlare, in particular, uses the big guys for its main presence, but also 

leans on EdgeConnex to get it to smaller US cities where Equinix and the 

like do not have a direct presence. 

Even in-country, an edge datacentre allows a provider to dip a toe in the 

water  rather than go in, all guns blazing, with a 10-acre facility and see how 

things go  and can be far more cost-effective.   

The case for modular datacentres 

With many organisations operating across multiple geographies, each 

location may require access to core company data and systems. Historically, 

this was solved by putting all the systems into a single datacentre that was 

remotely accessed by everyone, or putting in place multiple different 

systems closer to each location. The downside is that this can lead to 

different data silos that are hard to reconcile. 

In situations like this, edge datacentres based on modularised systems can 

come into their own. A well-engineered half- or full-container datacentre can 

be delivered to an organisation on the back of a lorry. 

http://www.computerweekly.com
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Colocation provider IO is an example of a company that has taken the 

concept to a logical extreme throug -as-a-  (DCaaS) 

proposition. 

systems. Therefore, a large datacentre can be built from a number of these 

smaller modules and, if it becomes necessary to expand further, the 

modules can easily be repurposed into an even bigger facility. 

In fact, IO can offer a single module as an edge datacentre direct to a 

customer, should this be required, providing it with organisation-to-

colocation provider connectivity and content acceleration that may 

otherwise be missing.  

Such a close-to-premise edge server may be a niche requirement, but it is 

one that some companies could find useful when it comes to resource 

bursting for on-premise workloads. 

Edging out the requirements 

Edge datacentres are not for everyone, however, even though they do 

provide an excellent solution for those with a presence in less well-served 

towns, cities, regions and countries where it is essential to provide access to 

corporate applications and content at speeds that meet the expectations of 

 

http://www.computerweekly.com
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As such, enterprises should not write off the smaller datacentre players. 

Look at what they offer in the way of interconnects to the big colocation and 

public cloud guys, and make sure what they offer fits the bill. In most cases, 

you will not be considering them as a main colocation site, but may need 

them for extra reach.  

But before signing up, CIOs will need to ensure 

future meet their own, in terms of expanding into new areas at a pace that 

service levels are high enough to support the business. 

Do not underestimate the people factor either, because it is important to 

know that when (not if) something goes wrong, they will work effectively 

with the enterprise to identify the root cause, and not waste time pointing 

the finger at others. 

Although the formal edge of an o

the use of edge datacentre services can make everyone, wherever they are 

in the world, feel as if they are working on the same systems, with the same 

performance and functionality as if they were sat at a desk in company HQ.  

  

 Next article 
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